What is this?

C2, The axis
What is this?

Sacrum
How many vertebrae make up the sacrum?

4-5 fused
Name the region?

cervical
How many cervical vertebrae are there? 

7

C1-C7
What is this?

C1, The atlas
Name the region? thoracic
How many vertebrae are in the thoracic region?

12 T1-T12
What is this?

COCCYX
Name the region?

lumbar
How many vertebrae are in the lumbar region?
What is this whole thing?

The sternum
What are these?

intervertebral disks
What is this?

COCCYX
What are these?

False ribs
What is this?

C1, The atlas
What type of bone is this?

costal
What are these?

True ribs
What are these?

Floating ribs
Which vertebra is this?

T6
Which vertebra is this? C5
Which vertebra is this?

L3
Which vertebra is this?

T12
Which vertebra is this?

The atlas C1
Which vertebra is this? L2
Which vertebra is this?

The axis
C2